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The art pieces when I had free time during class, later became 
two of, if not my best art pieces to date. They show how much I 
have grown and what I choose to represent myself with. They 

represent my different moods and mindsets. Not how others 
see me, but how I see myself. It represents my identity and 
personal expression.

Visual and Physical learning skills.



An ink piece of an original character, a rich duke of 
the kingdom of Katarrákti Anémou (City of Wind and 
Waterfalls). A piece focused on portraying attitude 

without showing the face, allowing for viewers to keep 
guessing and never get bored of seeing the piece. 

Leaving the face off the portrait also allows for more 
focus on the textures of the clothing and hair.

I created this as a sketch in pencil during a free period 
of class,  when I returned I sat looking at the piece for 

a while, feeling unsatisfied with the results. I erased the 
entire piece and started anew, choosing ink to create 
texture with older, drier markers, keeping the texture 

of the watercolor paper. I wanted to try out new 
shading techniques. I managed to blend all of my 

inking styles into one portrait. This is perhaps my best 
work, showing my love for detail and experiments. 

Artist’s 
Statement for 

Piece #1:

What it Means to 
be Audacious: An 

Ode to 
Pandemonium



To be audacious

Inspired by my childhood favorite genre of 
literature, fantasy. Piers Anthony, Susan 

Cooper. I chose this as one of my three pieces 
to showcase my detailing work and ability 

to create movement on a solid surface.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RTEQ9huhyPISddxZ3XVW_8n-9VkkxFlovirpHXipmI4/edit


Watercolor with a ranged color palette, soft blending, and 
light outlines set the tone of flowing waters, a botanical 

illustration with a twist. The upper half of the drawing is of 
water hyacinth, representing creativity and power. The lower 

half of a fish resembles a splash of water, surrounded by bubbles 
of various subtle colors and grey background. A thin ink 

outline shows the unity of the piece and the jagged imperfect 
edges that were meant to represent the artist's imperfections. 

I created this wanting to do a botanical illustration in 
watercolor. It started off as a simple sketch of a flower, but 

having too much extra space I decided to add to the 
illustration. I wanted vibrant colors masked by a calming grey. 
And so came about the idea of the flowing fish, with the colors 

red, orange, and blue. Contrasting the purples and greens of 
the painting above. I chose watercolor to blend the colors 
more seamlessly, and also to give the artwork a rustic feel. 

After the piece had been completed I decided to add outlines, 
not great big outlines. Simple, broken outlines, just enough to 

give shape and style.

Artist’s 
Statement 

for Piece #2:

Oracle of a 
traveler's love



Oracle of a traveler's love

Inspired by the story of Apollo and 
Hyacinthus–the Greek god of music, 

art, and dance and a human who fell 
in love, only to be torn apart. 

Hyacinthus died and grew into a 
flower, while Apollo lived on in the 

romantic story of tragedy and 
prosperity.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UgbE_JbjugEd8-R_jNz4BKpnbtlE9UobMyL7dIkrGz8/edit


An inked sketch of the goddess of 
knowledge. Simplistic flowers lining 

the bottom edge of the page frame 
the portrait of an original 
character: the goddess of 

knowledge and wisdom. In this 
portrait, we see the goddess looking 

off into the distance. Her look is 
serious, mandating the contracts of 
other deities gives her far too much 

paperwork to deal with for an 
eternity. Artist’s 

Statement for 
Piece #3:

The 
incomprehensible 
mind of divinity

I was unsure of what attire to give 
her, yet I eventually decided to 
settle on beaded clothing, with 

Southeast Asian references and a 
modern twist. I chose to use ink to 

show fine details, yet still have 
different varieties of line art. 

Though pencil would have been 
another option, I wanted a clean 

finish for a serious deity. Yet even as 
the creator of this piece, I wonder 

what she is thinking about.



The incomprehensible mind of divinity

Inspired by countless tales from 
ancient nations, history, and 

religions from around the world. I 
chose this piece as it seems to tell a 
story and pulls the viewer into the 

mind of the portrait.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1saQu__FZl8VaSiTWQoPxnvkL5q5oFPMK4BbielIr9Lc/edit

